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At one time, our people relied 
on the Buffalo to provide 
food, shelter, heat, clothing, 
and everything they needed 
to be self-sufficient. 

TODAY, EDUCATION IS 
OUR BUFFALO.

Through proper Education 
based in our Inherent and 
Treaty rights, our people 
can provide better lives 
for themselves and their 
families.

- Senator Brian Standingready
White Bear First Nations
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THE TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE

The Treaty Education Alliance includes the Kawacatoose, Cote, Pheasant Rump, and White 
Bear First Nations. The Alliance is governed by the following members of the Board of 
Directors:

• Councilor Marvin Albert, Kawacatoose First Nation
• Councilor Delvina Whitehawk, Cote First Nation
• Councilor Sheila Knebush, Pheasant Rump Nakota First Nation
• Councilor Diette Kinistino, White Bear First Nations

Both the Board of Directors and Executive Director Faith Watson share responsibility for 
overseeing the implementation of the TEA Strategic Plan. The strategic goals are focused on:

1. Nation Re-Building and Community Cohesion: developing a new education system for 
the benefit of all Alliance member First Nations.
2. Inherent and Treaty Rights-Based Funding Reform: negotiating a new fiscal 
relationship with Canada, based on inherent and treaty rights.
3. Quality Assurance: research, development and implementation of a high quality 
learning model.
4. The Little Red Schoolhouse: asserting the treaty right to education, and de-colonizing 
education.
5. Inherent and Treaty Rights-Based Governance: development of an Alliance member 
First Nation controlled governance, administrative, and management structure.

The work of the Alliance is fundamentally rooted in our mission to develop confident, 
prosperous Nation Builders in an effective and fully funded First Nations education system.

WHO WE ARE

The Alliance is entering into mutually respectful negotiations with Canada to implement 
this vision. This unique opportunity is the result of more than a decade of hard work and 
persistence by our Alliance members. Now that the TEA has a negotiations table with 
Canada, the Alliance Chiefs require advice and recommendations from community 
members. To support this, the TEA will be holding a number of engagement sessions 
designed to help participants identify the top priorities of the Alliance, related to the treaty 
right to education.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH CANADA
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A MESSAGE FROM MANAGEMENT

2020 - 2021 has been a challenging school year. The global pandemic imposed many 
challenges at all levels of education. Learning shifted from the classroom to the home, and the 
shift required technology to ensure learning would continue to be delivered in a meaningful 
way to all students.  Thanks to the visionary guidance of our leadership, Treaty Education 
Alliance was well positioned to facilitate the implementation of the technology, delivering 
educational programing remotely, building capacity within schools, and supporting all staff in 
the uptake of the educational technology. 
 
The annual report captures the success stories of the schools we supported over this difficult 
year, and it highlights the courage and resilience of the students, parents, educational 
assistants, teachers, janitors, bus drivers, administrators and the broader community at large.  
Their response to a global pandemic has been admirable. 
 
As we move forward, we will remain fiercely committed to the establishment and 
implementation of a comprehensive, fully resourced, education system to facilitate the growth 
of Nation Builders.

JUDY PINAY DAVID HUTCHINSON

2020 - 2021 INTERM MANAGEMENT TEAM
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MEMBER SCHOOLS

CHIEF GABRIEL COTE EDUCATION COMPLEX
COTE FIRST NATION

Principal: Jonas Cote

ASINIW – KISIK EDUCATION CAMPUS
KAWACATOOSE FIRST NATION

Principal: Brenda Favel

WHITE BEAR EDUCATION COMPLEX
WHITE BEAR FIRST NATIONS

Principal: Tania Wanner

LITTLE PEOPLE’S LEARNING LODGE
PHEASANT RUMP NAKOTA NATION

Principal: Jodi Hawken
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THE LENSES GUIDING OUR WORK

HUMMINGBIRD
Hummingbird is a process developed in 2011 by Treaty Education Alliance. It has evolved over 
time with the essence being a means and process to examine every area of our work to ensure 
we critically examine and adapt resources that contribute to, or enhance the development 
of young people as future Nations Builders. The community itself determines the knowledge, 
skills, and values that define who they are and where they come from so it is transferable 
via the school to the children and youth in partnership with families. The Hummingbird is a 
fascinating and beautiful tiny bird with the ability to fly backward and forward. The symbolism 
of the hummingbird reminds us not to forget the wisdom of our past, as we build our future. The 
Hummingbird will help us examine curricula, resources, tools and educational programming to 
ensure we address gaps and build bright new pathways toward a new system.

CLAN
Community Learning Advocacy Network, or CLAN, is a TEA-developed parent and community 
engagement strategy. TEA created CLAN as a response to decades of research that emphasizes 
the importance of parent and family involvement in enhancing student learning outcomes. As 
a First Nations education organization, we wanted to make this research resonate and impact 
more profoundly for the Nations we serve. Therefore, CLAN includes strategies to engage 
Elders in leading activities that bring families together, for the benefit of children and youth. 
CLAN is learning with and from each other by sharing the richness of the cultures, histories 
and languages of our Nations, and also by sharing our common struggles as we work to 
find solutions and healing together.  CLAN is contributing to the design and development of 
new programs, services, and systems that will meet the needs of children and youth in the 
implementation of our Inherent & Treaty Rights to Education.

TECHNOLOGY
Technology is rapidly evolving in the world and many careers we are preparing students for do 
not yet exist. Treaty Education Alliance is working with its many partners to ensure the member 
schools are able to prepare all students for the future. 
 
Treaty Education Alliance has lead the way in our pursuit to build digital literacy skills among 
students and educators. Likewise, our Technology Services team led the implementation 
of many cost-effective ways of providing fast service to our member schools - effectively 
eliminating the vast geographical distance between our office and the schools. 
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LEARNING THE LAND FRAMEWORK

Learning the Land is a framework under development by Treaty Education Alliance. Through 
partnership activities, TEA supports schools to explore opportunities to learn on the land. 
We provide training, experiences, and the space for students to connect with educators, 
local knowledge keepers, and Elders in inquiry-based projects outside of the confines of 
the school walls. The development of the Learning the Land framework is an important 
component of helping all children and youth learn about “who they are, and where they 
come from” in a variety of experiences in and out of the school building. 

The Learning the Land framework has seven elements that guide instruction: learning 
is land-based, instruction emphasizes all things are connected, it is inquiry-based, it is 
engaging, place-based education is at the forefront, culture and language are essential, 
and inherent and treaty rights are used as a basis of understanding.  Lessons that fall under 
each of these elements help students strengthen connections with who they are, where 
they come from and why we are here, thus building a strong sense of identity.
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WHOLE CHILD WELLNESS

Our Whole Child Wellness staff provide a variety of services including consulting support 
and psychological assessments. During this pandemic year, we did not encourage 
psychological assessments. Our focus and efforts were on supporting the emotional and 
mental needs of the students, school staff and their families. Through a partnership with 
Kids Help Phone, we were able to develop resources and timely access to supports for 
mental health and well-being.  

Due to COVID 19 restrictions, we had a soft launch of our Response to Intervention (RTI) 
program within the schools. Principals and LRTs received an overview of the program and 
its components. White Bear Education Complex staff completed the RTI training and are 
looking at full implementation in the fall. 

Through an application to Jordan’s Principle, we were able to support the implementation 
of Literacy Interventionists within each of the schools. The interventionists used the 
Confident Learners program to identify areas where individual students needed support 
in building their confidence and skills in the areas of concepts about print, phonological 
awareness, letter knowledge and reading fluency including accuracy and decoding.  A total 
of 117 students were supported through the intervention program. 
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THE CALM SPACE

In December 2020, work began on development of a web platform designed to provide 
students, parents and teachers with a catalog of resources and activities to better manage 
their thoughts, emotions and daily mental health. 

Our community engagement data has shown an increasing need for mental health and 
wellness supports, which have only increased through a global pandemic. This led TEA 
to partner with Kids Help Phone to provide a student-friendly space where kids feel safe 
reaching out for help, while also presenting them with self-serve tools to introduce them to 
concepts such as mindfulness and meditation. 

This platform, now available freely to the public as ‘The Calm Space’ (https://www.
thecalmspace.ca), features an engaging bank of 20-minute activities developed by TEA 
staff and contractors. These activities are rooted in Indigenous practices and way of life, 
supporting our ITRB model and Nation Builder Goal. 

Whole Child Wellness is a TEA framework designed to “reimagine” and enhance special 
education for the benefit of every child in every Nation.  Whole Child Wellness helps us 
reframe special education and special needs in the context of intergenerational and 
historical trauma, resiliency and healing.  We believe every future Nation Builder and 
their community deserves access to meaningful supports that will support both learning 
success and wholistic well-being.  Whole Child Wellness is a critical framework under 
development as part of the pathway to effectively implementing Inherent and Treaty Rights 
to Education and lifelong learning.

We are proud to provide an array of specialized services, including:
 
- Psychological Assessments
- Inclusion and Intervention Plan
- Speech and Language Therapy
- Occupational Therapy 
- Mental Health Counselling (through our partnership with TinyEye)
- Support for school staff, leadership, and families in navigating special education 
assessments, reports, and funding, including ISC requirements and Jordan’s Principle 
applications.

BRIGHT SHINING STARS - STUDENTS WITH UNIQUE 
GIFTS 
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NATION BUILDER SERVICES

EARLY YEARS EVALUATION

The Early Years Evaluation - Direct Assessment (EYE-DA) is designed to measure the 
developmental outcomes of children ages 3-5 years as they prepare and make the 
transition to school.  The results from the EYE-DA help to identify children who may be at 
risk for learning difficulties.  Early identification allows parents, schools and communities 
the opportunity to support each child’s development thereby helping to provide a more 
positive transition to school.

REDUCTION IN VULNERABILITY

During the pre-assessment, 20 children from TEA were evaluated using the EYE-DA.  In the 
post assessment, 21 children were evaluated.  The implementation provided pre-post data 
for 14 children.  The following chart reflects the results of these 14 children.  The levels of 
vulnerability decreased on Cognitive Skills.

Awareness of Self and Environment 

A child’s understanding of the world and
 their ability to make connections with 
home and community experiences.

Cognitive Skills 

A child’s basic math and pre-reading skills 
and his or her ability to solve problems

Language and Communication - A child’s understanding of spoken language and his or 
her ability to express thoughts and feelings

Physical Devlopment Fine Motor - A child’s ability to perform small movements that 
require hand-eye coordingation

Physical Development Gross Motor - A child’s ability to perform large movements that 
involve arms, legs, and body.
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CONFIDENT LEARNERS

Confident Learners is a skills-based program that enables educators to accurately identify 
children’s literacy learning needs and shift from teaching a grade-based curriculum to 
teaching literacy skills based on student assessment data. Teachers are supported through 
regular professional learning opportunities and students are taught at their appropriate 
level of challenge, resulting in meaningful and engaging opportunities for growth.
 
As a new addition to the Confident Learners program, TEA adopted the Phonics Advantage 
program which further breaks down the first 8 steps of the Confident Learners program to 
ensure all students have a strong foundation in their early literacy skills.
 
The Science of Reading is a course that was offered to all of the principals, teachers, 
educational assistants and TEA staff members.  This course offered a deeper understanding 
of the sub-domains of decoding and language skills essential in literacy development; and 
extended staff’s repertoire of high-yield teaching strategies based on an Active Teaching 
model. 

NATION BUILDER SERVICES
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BEGINNING EARLY AND DEVELOPING STRONG 
(BEADS) 

Beginning Early And Developing Strong is a trademark 
sight word program created by TEA that encourages 
the teaching of sight words from the first day of 
pre-kindergarten.  Engaging seasonal activities, 
fluency readers and sight word rings make learning 
meaningful and fun.  

NATION BUILDER SERVICES

There are 2 seasonal activity resources that support the learning of sight words through 
activities and games that can easily be done at school or at home.  We are also in the 
process of developing an app that supports BEADS assessments from school and home.

All of our BEADS resources can be found on our website at https://educationalliance.ca/
beads-program/
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL: BENCHMARCH ASSESSMENT 
SYSTEM

Each year, Treaty Education Alliance collects 
literacy data reflecting student’s annual reading 
growth.  This data is collected from grade 4 to 9 
students in the Fall and Spring of each year.  The 
classroom teachers use the Fountas & Pinnell 
Benchmark Assessment System (BAS) to assess 
student accuracy, fluency, and comprehension.  
This data is used to set school wide and

NATION BUILDER SERVICES

student-oriented goals that allow teachers to support their students at their instructional 
reading level, a level that is challenging, but not too hard or too easy.  It is the level the 
students are likely to be engaged and see the most growth.  

Teachers assess their own students and share their data with TEA through the Online Data 
Management System (ODMS).  This allows teachers and TEA to print out classroom reports 
and see student data gathered for each student throughout their school career.  This year, 
TEA took this student data and created a 5-year overview for each school that shows 
each student’s growth over the past 5 years. The following is an example of what that data 
looks like.  Each student’s data is colour coded as being above (blue), meeting (green), 
approaching (yellow – within 1 year of growth), and below (red - >1 year of growth).
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QUILLS NUMERACY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Treaty Education Alliance developed the 
Quills Assessments to support grades 
one to nine teachers in identifying the 
strengths and needs of their students in 
the area of numeracy. Teachers use these 
assessments to identify the instructional 
level of the students, set goals for those 
students, and develop instructional year 
plans.

NATION BUILDER SERVICES

The Quills Assessment is the first step in creating foundational programming that incorporates 
culture and language, encouraging and fostering the growth of numerate Nation Builders.

Treaty Education Alliance has also created kindergarten to grade nine Spiral Year Plans that 
allow teachers to move through the curriculum and, at a glance, look at a variety of strands and 
grades. This gives teachers the opportunity to plan their year more effectively in a way that best 
supports their students.
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NATION BUILDER SERVICES

OURSCHOOL SURVEY

In the 2020-2021 school year, TEA staff, in collaboration with community, developed three 
questions unique to the OurSCHOOL surveys across Canada. Using the Cree language, 
Inherent and Treaty Rights teachings, and Nation Builder development, it is our intent to use 
these district-wide questions for the next three years, giving us four years of data, creating 
curricular connections in each of our member nations.

I live and practice my inherent and Treaty rights through the following (Please select all that 
apply). 

• miskâsowin, understanding who we are in relation to treaty  
• tâpwêwin, telling difficult and necessary truths with precision and accuracy 
• miyo-wîcêhtowin, making good relationships 
• wâhkôhtowin, being relatives on this land 
• wâh-wîcihitowin, living reciprocity 
• wîtaskêwin, living together on this land, being one with this land 
• pimâcihowin, making a living on this land 

I live and practice my inherent rights (given by the Creator) by: (Please select all that apply) 

• Honouring the Creator (e.g, in prayer, or through my actions) 
• Caring for the land, the water, the sky, the air, the earth 
• Caring for all nations including the 4 legged, 2 legged, winged, swimmers, crawlers 
• Caring for my family 
• Learning and/or listening to my language 
• Caring for my own body  
• Caring for my own mind  
• Caring for my own spirit 
• Caring for my own emotions and heart 
• I live and practice my inherent rights in an other way

I feel most confident as a Nation Builder when I ... (Please select one.) 

• Speak my language 
• Demonstrate respect for myself and others 
• Am knowledgeable in the treaties, treaty history, and pre-colonial history 
• Observe protocol 
• Am confident in my abilities 
• Live in balance mind, body, spirit and emotion 
• Demonstrate leadership qualities 
• Serve in my community 
• Know who I am and where I come from 
• I feel confident as a Nation Builder in other ways
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NATION BUILDER SERVICES

OURSCHOOL SURVEY DATA

For each aspect of engagement, students
were asked to indicate the extent to which
they agreed or disagreed with a number of
statements, such as “I get along well with
others at school”. Their scores were scaled
on a 10-point scale, and students with
scores above 6.0 (i.e., a mild to moderately
favourable view) were considered 
engaged. Similar criteria were established 
for participation in sports and clubs, and 
school attendance.
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GRADUATION STATISTICS

2020 - 2021 GRADUATES

The graduation of 2020 was like no other. Physical distancing and COVID-19 regulations 
did not stop TEA member schools from finding creative and safe ways to honour their 
graduates. Member schools continue to be dedicated and committed to goals of 
increasing numbers of Grade 12 graduates. 

“Inherent Rights are not just something that you’re born with - you live 
with them everyday.”

- Ray Petit
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During this unprecedented year, schools shifted to home-based learning, using three main 
platforms, Seesaw, Microsoft Teams, and Moodle. These platforms were instrumental in the 
success of our programming.

HOME-BASED LEARNING

Treaty Education Alliance staff supported the schools and teachers through multiple 
professional development opportunities that strengthened capacity in using these platforms, 
as well as introduced new instructional strategies and programming. Teachers and TEA staff 
also met weekly in grade appropriate Treaty Learning Communities developed to provide 
professional support to teachers while navigating this new way of teaching. Weekly resources 
and home-based cultural learning activities and digital resources were also provided weekly 
to support students and families on our educationalliance.ca webpage.
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ONLINE SCHOOL

Treaty Education Alliance’s Online School, in collaboration with our partner nations, 
are working through technology to support and affirm each member First Nation in 
advancing Inherent and Treaty Rights to education. 

Since 2014, we’ve understood the importance of access to online learning for First Nation 
youth, this year has proven why it is essential. TEA was ready for the shift to online 
learning and was able to support the needs for our high school students and teachers. 
To support the successful delivery of courses, we provided PD and continual support 
to classroom teachers, digital literacy catalysts and caregivers. TEA Online courses 
are delivered using a blended approach to course instruction.  Currently, all partner 
schools have their own private and secure online instance housed within the school 
allowing for greater instructional approaches and community collaboration.  We have 
began planning for the launch of our “Lifelong Learning Portal”; it will provide access 
to online learning for our partner nations and its members. We believe learning begins 
with conception and continues until we leave this physical world, our goal is to support 
learning throughout all the stages.  

WEBSITE: HTTPS//LEARN.EDUCATIONALLIANCE.CA 
TELEPHONE: 1-306-332-2626 
FAX: 1-306-332-2679 

Mathematics

• Math Foundations 10
• Math Foundations 20
• Math Foundations 30

Student Registrations (2020-2021)  

• WBEC: 54 
• CGCEC: 101 
• AKEC: 25 

Science  

• Biology 30  
• Chemistry 30 
• Physical Science 20 
• Health Science 20 
• Environmental Science 20 
• Science 10 

English Language Arts  

• English Language Arts A30 
• English Language Arts B30 
• English Language Arts 20 
• English Language Arts A10 
• English Language Arts B10 
• English Language Arts 100 Dual Credit U of R  
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

In the 2020-2021 year, a huge task that we 
faced as a team was connectivity for students 
and staff in our member nations along with 
TEA Staff.  We worked closely with our digital 
catalysts to keep the students and teachers on 
their learning pathway. 

• Technology Services sourced out or vetted 
the various connectivity vendors to provide 
the proper solution set that best fit our 
needs and our community’s needs. 

• Technology Services sourced out for 
hardware so that distance learning would 
be accessible by all students and staff. 

• A Universal Broadband Funding proposal was submitted on behalf of 2 participating 
First Nation’s to strengthen the connectivity and outreach to their community. Outcome 
of this proposal is yet to be determined and final decision is forthcoming from the UBF 
Department of Canada.  

• Laptops upgraded for all teachers for better performance for online teaching throughout 
the year. 

• Smartboard’s installed in all schools and Smart Notebook training for staff. 

• Microsoft Teams (online classroom) training to all teachers. 

JORDAN’S PRINCIPLE DEVICE DISTRIBUTION

In May of 2020, Treaty Education Alliance was approved, through Jordan’s Principle, for 
assisted technology to be provided to 608 First Nation students from the following schools; 
Chief Gabriel Cote Education Complex, Asiniw Kisik Education Campus, White Bear Education 
Complex, Muskowekwan School, and Pheasant Rump School. 
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This approval ensured substantive equality in the provision of products to the group of 
children identified within this request.

A total of 37 Chromebooks and cases were delivered to Muskowekan School. The following 
chart depicts the distribution of resources throughout the remaining TEA member schools.
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ADMIN & OPS

Treaty Education Alliance is built on a strong organizational backbone that provides 
comprehensive professional services to member schools, and to member First Nations, in 
all aspects of Education.  
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EDUCATOR’S SYMPOSIUM

We held our 2021 Educator’s Symposium 
virtually and it was a blast!  The theme 
was ‘running a marathon’ to give 
recognition to our teachers who had 
many unexpected twists and turns this 
year and pulled through like champions!

Each of our schools was recognized by 
the Treaty Education Alliance staff with 
special recognition put on the many 
areas of education within our schools. 

WE WENT VIRTUAL!

There was a challenge to dress up in your best marathon gear, we played games and 
shared shout-outs giving thanks to everybody’s contributions this year.

2020-2021 was a challenging year for our schools and staff in the communities we serve.  
We want to give recognition for all of the hard work and dedication shown by all.
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GRANTS & SPECIAL PROJECTS

TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE & THE INDIGO LOVE 
OF READING COMMUNITY RESPONSE FUND

This partnership provided us an opportunity 
to grow our student’s home libraries. Students 
from Pre-K to Grade 9 received books that 
they were to keep and take home. These books 
were culturally relevant, a variety of genres, 
and served a variety of reading abilities.  
Teachers were encouraged to incorporate 
these books into their lessons both in the 
classroom and in home-based learning 
settings. Through this partnership we were 
able to send over 1400 books to almost 500 
students. 

TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE & DOLLY PARTON’S 
IMAGINATION LIBRARY & ENBRIDGE

Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library partnership allows TEA to provide high quality age 
appropriate books to children 0-5 years old in our communities.  The partnership with 
Enbridge give us the opportunity to enroll up to 250 children into the program for one 
year. Each child enrolled will receive a book delivered to their mailbox every month until 
their 5th birthday.
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GRANTS & SPECIAL PROJECTS

SPORTS GRANT

Shattler Lacrosse Academy came to White Bear First 
Nation and Pheasant Rump Nakota First Nation to run 
lacrosse sessions with youth in October of 2020. These 
sessions introduced many of the younger youth to 
lacrosse and provided all with relationship building 
opportunities. They were perfect to engage our students 
in learning about or continuing to learn lacrosse skills 
and drills. Kawacatoose First Nation and Cote First 
Nation will be participating in these modules in the fall 
of 2021.

SHATTLER LACROSSE ACADEMY

Lamarr Oksasikewiyin came to White Bear First 
Nation and Pheasant Rump Nakota First Nation in 
October 2020. During these sessions, participants 
learned the history and completed in various 
traditional games. Students played:

TRADITIONAL GAMES

• Run & Scream
• Double Ball

• Sorry
• Pick up Sticks

• One Hand Pull
• Bear Neck Pull

• Buffalo Hunt
• Hoop and Stick

We look forward to welcoming Lamarr back to AKEC and CGCEC in 2021!

Our first coaching certification took place in September 2020 over two full days on 
Wascana Lake in Regina. SaskOutdoors came out and provided this training for 
individuals from each community. Participants learned canoeing basics, safety 
procedures, and engaged in a variety of skill building demonstrations and activities. 
Through this funding there will be several other coaching certifications offered between 
September 2021 and February 2022!

COACHING CERTIFICATION - CANOEING
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TREATY 4 GATHERING

As one of the student activities shared at the 2020 Treaty 4 Gathering, Michael Lonechild, 
supported by our TEA staff, created a video demonstrating the steps Mr. Lonechild takes 
in creating a painting.  

This video is available to view on our TEA YouTube channel.

The Treaty 4 Gathering Student Activities committee has met monthly for over a year now. 
The 2020 gathering was the first time ever that we coordinated online student activities. 

See this link for last year’s activities. https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TKiXCb9ceWIm
VpT6iZgJxOjYan862kWyILHOCfqlQ_o/edit?usp=sharing 

The committee is well on its way to organizing virtual activities for the 2021 gathering, even 
as we are hopeful that there may be a limited in-person gathering this year. 

For updates on student activities, check out the new website. https://
treaty4gatheringstudentactivities.wordpress.com/ 
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ELDER ADVISORY COUNCIL

Stella Pelly
Elder, Cote First Nation

Lambert Cote
Elder, Cote First Nation

Liberty Whitehawk
Assistant, Cote First Nation

Austin Kaye
Elder, Kawacatoose First Nation

Grace Poorman
Elder, Kawacatoose First Nation

Nicole Poorman
Assistant, Kawacatoose First Nation

Francis McArthur
Elder, White Bear First Nations

Lorna Standingready
Elder, White Bear First Nations

Jessie Littlechief
Assistant, White Bear First Nations

Joan McArthur
Elder, Pheasant Rump Nakota 
First Nation

MacNeil McArthur
Elder, Pheasant Rump Nakota 
First Nation

Shirley McArthur
Assistant, Pheasant Rump Nakota 
First Nation

OUR TIPI

Treaty Education Alliance’s tipi was painted by the late Ken Lonechild and his brother 
Michael Lonechild. Each year we hold a pipe ceremony and feast within it. We are grateful 
for our time spent with the late Ken, his memory is always with us.
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ASSESSMENT CYCLE
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WINS CYCLE

Welcoming Climate.

WINS

Goals contribute to a positive school climate, and 

create a SAFE, WELCOMING, NATION BUILDING 

LEARNING SPACE. 

Set powerful goals for improved learning 

outcomes. Strengthening classroom practices.

Instructional Intelligence.

Goals are in response to a deep understanding 

of Inherent and Treaty Rights and Reconciliation 

to build on the Nation's strengths.

Nation Building.

Supporting the development of Nation Builders 

through personal and professional growth.

 

Welcoming Climate

Instructional Intelligence

Nation Building

Student Engagement

WINS

Goals committed to creating high quality, 

innovative and engaging learning activities 

with, and for students’, to meet their learning 

needs.  

Student Engagement.

OVERVIEW



We cannot tell our youth 
how to live. But we can teach 
them. We can share
our experiences. If we show 
them a better way - maybe 
they will choose it.

- FRANCIS BIRD
Elder, Cote First Nation



Summary Financial Statements of

TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE

Year ended March 31, 2021



_____________________________________ _____________________________________
Councillor Marvin Albert Judy Pinay, Accountant

Management is responsible for preparing the accompanying summary financial statements and is responsible for
their integrity and objectivity. The basis of presentation is not in conformity with Canadian accounting standards
for not-for-profit organizations, in that the summary financial statements do not contain all the required
disclosures. The basis of presentation is considered by management to be most appropriate for the broad
communication of financial information, however, readers are cautioned that these statements may not be
appropriate for their specific purposes.

Complete financial statements are available upon request.

Management's Responsibility for Summary Financial Statements
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Independent Auditors' Report
On The Summary Financial Statements

To the Members,
Treaty Education Alliance

Opinion

The summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at March 31, 2021,
the summary statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the year then ended, and related notes,
are derived from the audited financial statements of Treaty Education Alliance for the year ended March 31, 2021.

In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial statements are a fair summary of the audited financial
statements, which were prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Summary Financial Statements
The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by Canadian accounting standards for
not-for-profit organizations. Reading the summary financial statements and the auditor's report thereon, therefore, is
not a substitute for reading the audited financial statements and auditor's report thereon.

The Audited Financial Statements and Our Report Thereon
We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial statements in our report dated August 27, 2021.

Management's Responsibility for Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation of the summary financial statements based on the audited financial
statements prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Auditors' Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements area a fair summary of the
audited financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Canadian Auditing
Standard (CAS) 810, Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements .

August 27, 2021
Regina, Saskatchewan                                                                              Chartered Professional Accountants



TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Summary Statement of Financial Position

March 31, 2021, with comparative figures for 2020

2021 2020
Current assets

Cash 482,685$ -$
Accounts receivable 308,143 232,638
Prepaid expenses - 2,083

790,828 234,721

Tangible capital assets 10,416 14,881

801,244$ 249,602$

Current liabilities:
Bank indebtedness -$ 68,927$
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 91,786 129,386
Deferred revenue 503,619 9,830

595,405 208,143

Investment in tangible capital assets 10,416 14,881
Unrestricted net assets 195,423 26,578

205,839 41,459

801,244$ 249,602$

Approved by the Board of Directors:

Director Director

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

NET ASSETS



TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Summary Statement of Changes in Net Assets

March 31, 2021, with comparative figures for 2020

Investment
in tangible

capital assets
Unrestricted

surplus
Total
2021

Total
2020

Balance - beginning of year 14,881$ 26,578$ 41,459$ 168,100$

Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses - 164,380 164,380 (126,641)

Amortization of tangible capital assets (4,465) 4,465 - -

Balance - end of year 10,416$ 195,423$ 205,839$ 41,459$



TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Summary Statement of Operations

March 31, 2021, with comparative figures for 2020

2021 Budget
(unaudited) 2021 2020

Revenue:
Indigenous Services Canada 3,463,461$ 3,463,461$ 3,367,158$
Other income 551,301 592,243 248,138
Funds received in advance of expenses, prior year 99,822 9,829 105,114
Funds received in advance of expenses, current year (253,995) (503,619) (9,830)

3,860,589 3,561,914 3,710,580
Expenses:

Amortization of tangible capital assets - 4,465 6,377
Bank charges 5,136 8,676 21,451
Bad debt expense - - 25,000
Employee benefits 217,417 213,234 256,508
Operating expenses 1,711,661 1,389,151 1,622,824
Purchase of assets 22,123 22,123 4,609
Salaries and wages 1,434,750 1,427,011 1,750,166
Supply expenses 339,031 332,874 150,286

3,730,118 3,397,534 3,837,221

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses 130,471$ 164,380$ (126,641)$



TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Summary Statement of Cash Flows

March 31, 2021, with comparative figures for 2020

2021 2020
Cash provided by (used in) operating activities:

Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenses 164,380$ (126,641)$
Items not involving cash:
  Amortization of tangible capital assets 4,465 6,377

168,845 (120,264)
Non-cash operating working capital items 380,567 133,444

549,412 13,180

Cash provided by (used in) investing activities: - -

Cash provided by (used in) financing activities - -

Increase (decrease) in cash 549,412 13,180

Cash position - beginning of year (68,927) (82,107)

Cash position - end of year 480,485$ (68,927)$



TREATY EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Note to the Summary Financial Statements

Year ended March 31, 2021

1. Applied criteria

The summary financial statements are derived from the audited financial statements, prepared in
accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, as at March 31, 2021
and March 31, 2020.

The prepararation of these summary financial statements requires management to determine the
information that needs to be reflected in them so they are consistent in all material respects with, or
represent a fair summary of, the audited financial statements.

Management prepared these summarized financial statements using the following criteria:
(a) the summary financial statements include a statement for each statement included in the audited
financial statements,
(b) information in the summary financial statements agrees with the related information in the audited
financial statements,
(c) major subtotals, totals and comparative information from the audited financial statements are
included, and
(d) the summary financial statements contain the information from the audited financial statements
dealing with matters having a pervasive or otherwise significant effect on the summary financial
statements.

The audited financial statements of Treaty Education Alliance are available upon request by contacting
the Organization.
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